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ABSTRACT 
The Benard convection problem is examined using a geophysical model in which the eddy coefficients of 
viscosity and heat conductivity vary linearly with depth. For variations corresponding to measured coeffi-
cients, the temperature difference over the fluid layer necessary for thermal instability decreases by up to 
40% of that needed when the coefficients remain constant. The first unstable mode is affected very little by 
the coefficient variation. The position of the lower oceanic boundary of a convective layer is discussed briefly. 
1. Introduction 
A selective stabilization of particular eddies or 
vortices large compared with the ambient turbulence 
seems to occur in several types of turbulent shear flow. 
The periodic bands on the sea surface known as windrows 
(see, for example, McLeish, 1967) and the roll vortices 
observed in curved turbulent channel flows (Tani, 1962) 
are likely examples of this behavior. A large organized 
cellular motion is superimposed on the smaller scale 
turbulence structure. 
In the situation studied by Tani, the curvature-
produccd instability can be shown to be directly analo-
gous to that produced by buoyant forces stemming from 
an unstable temperature gradient. Also, windrows are 
regarded by some as manifestations of thermal insta-
bility, in either the air or the water adjacent to the 
air-sea interface, and the classical Rayleigh-type 
analysis of Benard convection (cf. Stammel, 1947) is 
advanced as an explanation. Others ascribe the onset 
and stabilization of large vortices to mechanical in-
stability of the mean velocity profile [cf. Faller, 1965; 
Kuo, 1963; alternative mechanisms are summarized by 
Scott and Stewart (1968)]. Priestly (1959) presents 
rough arguments against the possibility of a cellular 
structure occurring at the onset of thermal convection. 
However, even if we grant these objections, a cellular-
type thermal convection could be possible at some higher 
temperature gradient, and it seems premature to dis-
card tlie Benard mechanism until a more realistic 
mathematical model is examined. Indeed, since windrows 
(for example) occur on a wide range of scales, it is likely 
that no one mechanism will account for all scales. 
In analyzing organized turbulent flows, it is found 
both sufficient and very convenient to parameterize the 
turbulence small compared with the scale of the organ-
ized mean flow with the usual eddy coefficients of 
vi$cosity and heat conductivity. Since the most unstable 
vortices are of the same scale as the mean flow itself, 
this procedure also suffices for the study of instability, 
and has been used by many workers. The eddy coeffi-
cients are usually assumed constant, and the analysis 
is then very similar to, if not identical with, that for the 
corresponding laminar flow. 
In at least some cases where selective stabilization 
occurs, the turbulence is primarily due to mechanical 
sources. Motions in the upper layer of the ocean associ-
ated with surface waves induce turbulent exchanges 
(cf. Shon ting, 1965); those due to large shears in channel 
flows do likewise (Clauser, 1956). Even if the fluid were 
subjected to a small unstabilizing temperature gradient, 
these large, mechanically produced, exchange processes 
would still dominate. 
Such exchange processes often vary markedly in the 
vertical direction. Hela (1966) has computed eddy 
diffusivi ties (of salinity) occurring in the upper ocean 
which change by a factor of 100 over a distance of 25 m. 
Kolesnikov (1960) has measured eddy viscosities which 
changed by a factor of 100 over 10 m. Csanady's (1965) 
dye experiments in Lake Huron indicate a decrease of 
diffusivity (below a thin surface layer) by a factor of 
about 30 over 5 m depth. Ichiye (1964, 1967) has found 
good agreement between observed surface Ekman 
spirals and those found theoretically using an exponen-
tial decrease of eddy viscosity with depth. Shonting's 
(1967) measurements of subsurface particle motions 
due to surface waves indicate similar large variations. 
This is certainly reasonable; we expect relatively large 
exchanges near the ocean surface, and small exchanges 
far beneath the surface, or in any thermocline. Kocsy 
(1956) and Jacobsen (1913) found somewhat less pro-
nounced variations with depth. Boundary-layer or 
channel flows are also characterized by eddy coefficients 
which change significantly, in the direction normal to 
the wall. 
Stammel (1947) suggested that a Rayleigh-type 
analysis be carried out for a situation where the eddy 
coefficients vary with depth. Presumably, such a flow 
might become thermally unstable to large vortices 
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sooner than one with constant coefficients, thus en-
hancing the value of the Benard mechanism as an 
explanation of observed periodic structures. This 
has not been done. The analysis leads to a two-point 
boundary-value problem involving a differential equa-
tion with varying coefficients. Laminar-flow pertur-
bation treatments, in which viscosity and conductivity 
are allowed to vary slightly with temperature, have been 
presented by Jenssen (1963) and Davis and Segal (1965). 
The effect on the temperature gradient necessary for 
instability is found to be second order. This result, 
however, is not convincing for situations involving 
· large variations of the exchange processes. 
The advent of high-speed digital computers has made 
the suggested calculation possible. The effect of large 
variations of exchange processes on the point of neutral 
stability is investigated below. The parameter ranges 
considered were chosen with the ocean in mind, but the 
results might also apply to the atmosphere. For example, 
the logarithmic wind profile is accompanied by a linear 
variation of eddy viscosity. 
2. Analysis 
a. Formulation 
We consider a fluid layer of vertical thickness h 
which is infinitely wide in the horizontal x and y 
directions. The steady undisturbed mean flow is U(z) 
in the x direction, where z is zero at the layer bottom 
and is positive upward. The undisturbed temperature 
is T(z). The turbulence (ap.d hence the eddy viscosity N 
and the eddy conductivity K) is assumed to be primarily 
maintained by processes which are not related to the 
temperature, i.e., wave motions (including breaking) 
or production stemming from the shear U'(z). 
The eddy coefficients are usually considered to be 
functions of the Richardson number, 
Ri= 
(g/p)dp/dz 
(dU /dz) 2 ' 
where p is the mean fluid density. While various func-
tional forms have been proposed (Rossby and Mont-
gomery, 1935; Munk and Anderson, 1948; Mamayev, 
1958), the supporting evidence for any of these is scarce. 
Thus, at this point it seems an unwarranted refinement 
to relate N and K through Ri to T'(z) and U'(z). 
Accordingly, we assume the eddy coefficients to vary 
linearly with z; thus, 
N=No+N1z, 
K=Ko+K1z. 
This type of variation is simple but sufficient, in view 
of the somewhat insecure foundations for the use of 
eddy coefficients (cf. Phillips, 1966) and the uncertainty 
of the values of N and Kin geophysical situations. The 
coefficients N and K must be everywhere positive, but 




FIG. 1. The basic flow regime. 
The onset of oceanic instability (due, say, to surface 
cooling by evaporation) is generally brought about over 
a period of time, and we should allow T to vary with 
time. This has been done for the Benard problem 
(Foster, 1965). The results indicate, if the cooling occurs 
quite slowly, that the point of neutral stability can be 
calculated by assuming ar /at= o, 2Jthough we then 
forfeit information on the growth rate of the distur-
bance. Again, the· very small heating rates used in some 
laboratory experiments (e.g., Schmidt and Milverton, 
1935) have borne out predictions derived by assuming 
ar I at= 0. This situation must also occur at times in the 
ocean, so that we expect physically :relevant results if 
the numerical work is simplified by taking ar /at= o. 
The heat-flow equation then shows the undisturbed 
temperature to be 
(3(h)K(h) K(z) 
T(z)= T(h)+ ln--, 
K1 K(h) 
where (3 is the temperature gradient T'(z). The basic 
flow regime is shown in Fig. 1. 
b. The field equations 
The basic regime is assumed to be disturbed by a 
small perturbation u, v, w, 8, p where (u,v,w) are the 
(x,y,z) components of the velocity w, (}is temperature, 
and p pressure. Then under the Bussoinesq approxi-
mation, the appropriate linearized field equations are: 
The equation of motion 
mw= (a/at+ ua/ax-N\!2 -N1a/az)w 
=N1\!w-p-1\!p-w· t'U+kag8. (1) 
The continuity equation 
\!· w=O. (2) 
The heat-flow equation 
X8= (a/at+ ua;ax-K\!2-K1a/az)8= -f3w. (3) 
In the above a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, 
g gravity, and k a unit vector upward. Eqs. (1) and (2) 
lead to 
\!2mw+N1\!2aw/az-2a/az(U1aw/ax)-ag\!128=0, . (4) 
where \712 = a2/ax2+a2/ay2• Eqs. (3) and (4) are com-
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bined to give 
JCV'2;Jiw+ N1JC'V2aw/ az- 2xa/ az(U' aw/ ax) 
+ag{3V'12W= 0. (5) 
The space variables are nondimensionalized using the 
layer depth 
x= ~h, y= rih, z= th. 
The vertical perturbation velocity is assumed to have 
the form 
(6) 
where /.. is real, but n can be complex. The lack of 
variation with ~ is no real restriction; the equivalent 
problem with a uniform mean flow can be solved in the 
same manner, and with the same results, without this 
restriction. However, we are more interested in shape-
preserving cells, which must have their axes parallel to 
the mean shear flow. Ingersoll (1966) has shown it to 
be extremely unlikely that other types of instability 
will occur sooner. 
We will search for neutral stability, for which 
Re(n) = 0. In most instances the physically reasonable 
assumption that the disturbance does not oscillate will 
be made, so that n= 0. Eq. (5) can then be written as 
P(D2-/..2)3<P+Q(D2-/..2)2nq,+jN · IK(D2-/..2) 
(3D2-A.2)¢+A.2P Ra.¢=0, (7) 
whereD=d/dt, P= (1+ !Nt)(l+!Kr), Q=4jN(l+ IKs) 
+!K(l+!Nt), IN=N1h/No, jK=K1h/Ko, and 
Ra= -ag{3h4/(NK), the local Rayleigh number. The 
results are more conveniently presented in terms of a 




Ra(l+ jNr)(l+ I Kt)2 
-------ln(l+ I K). 
I K(l+ I K/2)(1+ I N/2) 
The quantities IN and jK are nondimensional deriva-
tives of N and K. The equation becomes singular as 
JN and jK become large. These large values are both the 
mosl interesting physically and the hardest to treat 
numerically. 
c. The boundary conditions 
To carry out the stability analysis, we must impose 
certain conditions at s=O, 1. Some of these are at best 
approximations to situations other than a controlled 
laboratory experiment, but the results are not usually 
critically dependent upon the conditions chosen (see 
below; also Stommel, 1947), and we are interested 
mainly in the effect of variations of N and K. 
The kinematic condition that w= 0 is the least con-
tentious. This is certainly justified in a thermocline, at 
a level bottom, and (in the mean) at the ocean surface. 
The dynamical condition depends upon whether the 
bounding surface is assumed to be "free" (incapable of 
supporting a shear stress: au/ az= av/ az= O) or "fixed" 
(incapable of having a tangential velocity: u=v=O). 
At the ocean surface (the usual layer top), the free-
surface condition seems appropriate. (A constant wind 
shear will not change the resulting condition on¢.) 
At the oceanic layer bottom, the situation is less 
clear. However, the actual condition is bounded between 
the free and fixed extremes. For example, in the channel 
flow studied by Tani, the layer is characterized by a 
fixed lower boundary. Again, the shallow-water windrows 
observed by van Straaten (1950) extended to the 
bottom, and thus obeyed the fixed lower-boundary 
condition. When the convecting layer is bounded from 
below by a thermocline, the layer-bottom eddy viscosity 
is quite small, the motions in the mixed layer are 
relatively uncoupled from those below, and the free 
condition seems more realistic. Speaking of the atmo-
sphere, Kuo (1965) argues that free conditions at both 
boundaries seem to adequately represent an unstable 
air layer bounded by two stable layers. Then the most 
appropriate dynamical conditions seem to be 
1) Free-free: both bounding surfaces of the fluid 
layer are free, and 
2) Fixed-free: the lower surface is fixed; the upper 
surface is free. 
The last condition specifies the heat transfer through 
both boundaries, which are normally taken to be either 
perfect conductors (0=0), or perfect insulators 
(ao/az=O). Most analyses use the first of these. 
Although it is not clear which would best describe the 
ocean, we also choose the perfect conductor, for purposes 
of comparison with existing analytic solutions. The 
result is not critically dependent on the choice (Hurle 
et al., 1966). 
Eqs. (2) and (4) then show the boundary conditions 
to be 
1) Free boundary conditions 
(8) 
2) Fixed boundary conditions (for n= 0) 
(9) 
We must find, for a given set (jN,IK), the family of sets 
(Ra,/..) which enable the differential equation (7) and 
the pertinent boundary conditions to be satisfied. The 
set from this family for which Ra is a minimum repre-
sents the onset of convection. 
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d. The solution 
A straightforward method of solution begins by ex-





where m is an unknown constant, and where q,/--1(0) 
= o/, the Kronecker delta. 
1) The free-free case 
When the free-boundary conditions (8) are applied 
at s=O, Eq. (10) becomes 
</> =m2(<1>2+ 2INA2</>s)+m4(<f>c 2/N<!>s)+ms</>6· 
Application of the same conditions at s= 1 shows that 
a nontrivial solution for q, is only obtained when 
F G H 
A(IN,/K; Ra,A)= D 2F D2G D2H =0, 
'J)F 'J)G 'J)H 
where F=¢2(1)+2/NA2</>s(l), G=¢4(l)-2/N</>s(l), 
H=</>6(1), and 'J)= (l+IN)D4+2IND3-2/NA2D. The 
elementary solutions ¢2, ¢4, </>s and ¢6 were obtained 
numerically using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta inte-
gration scheme. Suitable search patterns were employed 
to find the values of Ra and A which make A vanish 
and minimize Ra. 
The value of Ra at neutral stability depends solely on 
the relative change of N and Kover the layer, and not 
on the direction of increase. That is, if IN' and IK' are 
defined to be quantities analogous to positive IN and 








' K(h) \K+l 
the differential equation (7) and the boundary con-
ditions (8), when rewritten in terms of IN, IK', Ra, and 
r'= 1-s, are identical to the corresponding equations 
in JN, IK, Ra, and r. Hence, results given for sets CIN,IK) 
will also hold for the corresponding sets (IN', /K'). 
2) The fixed-free case 
The solution for this case involves only minor changes 
of that given for the free-free case, and so will not be 
discussed in detail. The asymmetry of the boundary 
conditions prevents the profitable use of (/N',IK') here. 
3. Results and conclusions 
a. A typical calculation 
The results of a typical calculation are shown in 
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FIG. 2. A typical calculation of (Rl~,, X) : first 
and second modes (IN= IK=dO). 
which A= 0 made it difficult to find A to the desired 
accuracy of ±0.05%. Values of A=O corresponding to 
the second mode were not usually calculated. 
b. Values of IN and \K 
Since most other relations N(Ri) and K(Ri) seem 
physically unreasonable for negative Ri (Mamayev, 
1958), the formulae proposed by Mamayev, i.e., 
N = N oe-o.4Ri} 
K=Noe-o.sRi ' 
(11) 
where No is the value of N at Ri = 0, were used to esti-
mate the oceanic range of /N//K. For small values of 
N(O) and K(O) (as in a thermocline) Eqs. (11) indicate 
that O< IN//K <0.5. The shallow-water eddy coefficients 
computed by Jacobsen lead to 
O</N<0.6, 
0.5</K<lO; 
typical values of /N//K are 0.1 and 1.4. Hela's calcu-
lations show that /K can exceed 100. 
Most of the present work was done using /N/IK 
ratios of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Some other ratios were 
considered in accord with the abovementioned obser-
vations. The parameter \K varied from 0 to 200. 
c. The free-free case 
The bulk Rayleigh number at neutral stability, Rae, 
is shown in Fig. 3; the associated nondimensional half-
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FIG. 3. The critical bulk Rayleigh number Rae 
for the free-free case. 
wave length of the :first unstable mode (i.e., the cell 
width), L=7r/X, is shown in Fig. 4. 
The value of Rae decreases in an asymptotic manner 
with increasing IN and JK, suggesting that a matched-
expansion analysis for extremely large (IN,JK) would be 
revealing. There is a very slight minimum of Rae on 
the /N//K=2 curve near /K=SO. This point gives the 
greatest calculated change of Rae from Rayleigh's 
result (657.5, at /N = /K= O), amounting to 36% of that 
result. This change seems surprisingly small. The 
magnitude of Rae at most points varies much more 
rapidly, as is illustrated in Fig. 5 for JN//K= 1. The cell 
width decreases very slowly with increasing IN and JK. 
Some typical streamline patterns are shown in Fig. 6; 
typical positions of the central streamline are listed in 
Table 1. As was the case with the cell width, the change 
1.40 
1.35 
I. 30 l---'----'--'----L--'--'--'---'---'-~ 
0 so K K' 
' 
IOO 
FIG. 4. The one-roll cell width L for the free-free case. 
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FIG. 5. The critical Rayleigh number Ra. at various positions 
in the fluid layer, for JN/JK=l. 
in the streamline pattern with JN and JK is barely 
noticeable; the horizontal boundaries are far more 
effective in controlling the pattern than are the eddy 
coefficients. The flow shifts toward regions of smaller 
N and K, as would be expected. The pattern is in-
fluenced more by JN than by JK. 
As a check, the assumption that n= 0 [used to get 
(7)] was dropped. The resulting generalized version of 
(7) contains two more paramete~ nh2/No and nh2/Ko, 
and we must search among X, Ra and (imaginary) n 
to :find the set giving .6.= 0 with the smallest Ra. The 
calculation is tedious, and was only carried out for 
IN= JK = 5. The set with the smallest Ra occurre~ at 
n= 0. This one check partially justifies the assumpt10n. 
d. The fixed-free case 
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the fixed-free values of Ra. 
and L, respectively. Here, Rae increases~ith JK, for 
small JK and !N/JK. Usually, however, Rae decreases 
with increasing IN and !K as before, and the greatest 
calculated change from the result at /N= JK=O occurs 
at the maximum values of JN and JK. This change is 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fm. 6. Some streamline patterns for the free-free case (¢=0.25, 
0.50, 0.75): (a) JN= JK=O, (b) JN= JK= 10, (c) JN= JK=lOO. 
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TABLE 1. Typical positions of the central stream-
line for various values of IN and I K. 
Position of central 
IN IK streamline 
10 10 0.394 
10 20 0.388 
20 ·10 0.381 
10 100 0.380 
100 100 0.347 
200 100 0.345 
only 43% of that result, although here, too, the value of 
Rae at the most points varies much more rapidly. The 
layer-top Rayleigh number decreases with increasing 
IK for all values of IK and IN /IK considered. Now the 
cell width increases only slightly with increasing IN 
and jK, again in di ca ting the importance of the horizontal 
boundaries in controlling the streamlines. 
e. The layer depth 
Often, the boundaries of an unstable fluid layer are 
not well defined. For example, the ocean surface layer 
has the sea surface as a natural upper boundary, but in 
deep water it is not always clear what criterion should 
be used in selecting a lower boundary. The linear model 
used herein assumes that the deep-water layer bottom 
will form where N and K reach minimum values. (It 
seems reasonable that minima exist, and that they will 
occur at a common depth.) 
This question does not arise when N and K remain 
constant; then Ra grows as the fourth power of the layer 
thickness h, and thus the natural fluid boundaries 
govern the convection. In the present model there are 
other length scales 
(dN)-1 (dK)-1 N. - and K. -dz s dz • 
(wheres denotes a surface value) which may play a role 
in determining h. 
In terms of the surface Rayleigh number, thermal 
instability occurs when Ra.>Rasc· When N and K 
decrease with depth, IN and IK increase with increasing 
depth of the lower boundary. Then the calculations show 
that Rase always decreases asymptotically with in-
creasing h, in both the free-free and fixed-free cases. A 
typical example is shown in Fig. 5. If the water is cooled 
above, I /3. I increases, and the smallest depth for which 
the layer is unstable decreases. Then assuming that N 
and K decrease monotonically with depth throughout 
the fluid, the natural lower boundary (i.e., the ocean 
bottom) will also be the lower boundary of the first 
unstable layer. This conclusion is the same as that for 
constant N and K, and might have been anticipated on 
the basis of the very small effect IN and IK have on the 
streamline pattern. 
To investigate the effect of a thermocline, a case has 
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FIG. 7. The. critical bulk Rayleigh number Rae 
-for the fixed-free case. 
coefficients vary parabolically with depth, reaching 
minima at some point beneath the surface. Solutions 
of the resulting equation [a simple extension of (7)] 
for N=K, and for various layer thicknesses, show that 
the minimum Ra.c occurs for a layer whose lower bound-
ary is near the point of minimum N and K. While this 
situation might be somewhat artificial, it does indicate 
that the natural boundaries of the flow need not always 
determine the cell size and that a model using mono-
tonic variations in N and K can also describe situations 
where their values do not vary monotonically over .. the 
entire fluid layer. 
f. Conclusions 
In summary, it appears that the effect of vertically 
varying turbulent exchang~ processes is usually to 
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FIG. 8. The one-roll cell width L for the fixed-free case. 
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is needed for thermal instabilitv. The maximum de-
crease is about half the tempera"ture difference needed 
when the exchange processes do not vary. This 
change, however, is relatively slight, compared with 
the large (but realistic) eddy coefficient variations 
necessary to bring it about. The wavelength of the 
first unstable mode is quite insensitive to vertically 
varying eddy coefficients. The results of this study 
cast a somewhat more favorable light on the Benard 
mechanism as an explanation for some of the periodic, 
row-like disturbances seen in naturally occurring 
turbulent flows. 
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